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The University of Nebraska 
at Omaha 
May Commencement 2004 
UNOmaha Chimes 
And the chimes ring out for Omaha, 
bidding welcome to old and new, to our Alma Mater, 
Nebraska Omaha, this city's great Nebraska U. 
We will lift our voice, pledging loyalty, 
for our thoughts and memories are fond and true. 
Voices loud and strong, sing out praise and gratefulness 
to Omaha Nebraska U! 
Hail to you, Omaha Nebraska U! 
Commencement 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Omaha Civic Auditorium 
May 7, 2004 
2:00 p.m. 
...to those who dedicate their lives to 
the high calling of instruction 
to all students who shall here 
learn to earn a living 
and to live a cultured life 
not as two processes 
but as one... 
PROGRAM 
PRELUDE 
"Canzona per Sonare No. 2" G. Gabrieli 
PROCESSIONAL 
"Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1" E. Elgar 
Palladium Brass 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
"The Star Spangled Banner" Key 
Please join us in song led by 
Ms. Nola Jeanpierre 
Graduating Senior, Continuing Studies/Music Major 
CHANCELLOR'S WELCOME Chancellor Nancy Belck 
REGENTS' WELCOME Charles Hassebrook 
Member, Board of Regents 
STUDENT ADDRESS Ms. Katrina Jacobberger 
ORDER OF THE TOWER AWARD Chancellor Nancy Belck Recipient: Mr. Carl Mammel 
PRESENTATION OF CITATION FOR ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT Mr. Steve Bodner 
Chairman, 
UNO Alumni Association Board of Directors 
To: Dr. Guinter Kahn 
PRESENTATION OF THE CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL Chancellor Nancy Belck 
To: Ms. Janet Tschudin 
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Doctor of Letters to: Ms. Marian Andersen 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Ms. Marian Andersen 
INTRODUCTION OF ACADEMIC DEANS Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES Academic Deans 
AND 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Education, 
Specialist's and Master's Dean Thomas Bragg 
Bachelor's 
Arts and Sciences Dean Shelton Hendricks 
Engineering and Technology Interim Associate Dean Raymond Moore 
Education Interim Dean John Langan 
Business Administration Dean Louis Pol 
Public Affairs and Community Service Dean B. J. Reed 
Fine Arts Interim Dean Robert Welk 
Education and Human Sciences Dr. Nancy Betts 
Information Science & Technology Dean David Hinton 
CLOSING Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
ALMA MATER 
"UNOmaha Chimes" James Saker 
Soloist: Ms. Beth Doty 
Graduating Senior, Music Education Major 
RECESSIONAL 
"Pomp and Circumstance March No. 4" E. Elgar 
For the safety and convenience of our guests and out of respect for our graduates, we ask that members of the audience refrain from leaving 
their seats, congregating near the stage or exiting prior to the close of our ceremonies. A professional photographer will record graduates as 
they cross the stage. Photos are available from the vendors. Thank you for your cooperation. 
ACADEMIC REGALIA 
Identification of the hood and robe as academic apparel is believed to have originated at the English universities of Oxford and Cambridge 
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The hoods are a carry-over from the times when monks, who operated these universities, wore them 
to protect their shaved heads in winter. The robe is an adaptation of the shoulder cape also worn by these same monks while collecting alms. 
Use of the academic robe came to the United States in 1754 with the founding of what is now Columbia University. In 1895, a commission 
of University officials adopted a universal code of design and color for the academic garb. This code has undergone several revisions in subsequent 
years. 
Styling of the robes varies for the bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees with the width of sleeve borders and length of the hood increasing 
with each advanced degree. Hoods are normally not used for bachelor's degrees today. Instead, the tassel colors are used to indicate the degree 
program. All doctoral degree recipients are indicated by a gold tassel. 
GRADUATION TASSEL COLORS 
Doctoral Programs Gold 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Arts for Teachers of Mathematics White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
Bachelor of Arts White 
Bachelor of Science Golden Yellow 
College of Engineering and Technology Orange 
Associate Grey-Blue 
College of Education Light Blue 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
College of Business Administration 
Master of Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Business Administration: Executive MBA Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Accounting Drab (Nugget) 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
College of Continuing Studies Black 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Master of Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Master of Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Bachelor of Science in Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Urban Studies Golden Yellow 
College of Fine Arts 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Music Pink 
Bachelor of Arts in Art History, Bachelor of Arts in Dramatic Arts, Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art White 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Brown 
Bachelor of Music Pink 
College of Human Resources and Family Sciences Maroon 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Management Information Systems Golden Yellow 
Cooperative Programs 
Master of Public Health Salmon 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
The University Honors Program is an all-University program which provides maximum educational opportunities for students of high 
ability through special multidisciplinary seminars and participation in an academic level not generally possible in usual curricular offerings. 
The program is an outgrowth of the Arts and Sciences Honors program and was initiated in 1978. It is governed through the office of the Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs and administered through the Honors Coordinator. UNO colleges which implement honors programs include Arts 
and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Fine Arts, Public Affairs and Community Service, and Information Science and Technology. 
As part of their Honors Program requirements, students undertake a research project that results in a Senior Honors Thesis. Students and 
their theses topics are listed at the end of the list of graduates. Students who have been designated in this booklet as Honors Program students 
have fulfilled the academic requirements of this program. 
MEDALLION COLORS 
Students receiving their baccalaureate degree with honors will be presented medallions in the colors designated. 
Summa Cum Laude Red/White 
Magna Cum Laude White 
Cum Laude Red 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Active student members of the UNO Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, the National Leadership Honor Society, shall be recognized by the 
blue, white and black honor cords, the official colors of the society. 
PI GAMMA MU 
Blue and white cords with the blue tassels honor graduating members of Pi Gamma Mu, International Honor Society in Social Science. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
AND HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT 
MARIAN ANDERSEN 
Marian Andersen has been described by many as a shining example of "service above self." She has spent 
countless hours working for the betterment of the community, including the University of Nebraska. 
A graduate of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Andersen broadened her involvement with the NU system 
in 1974 after being elected a trustee of the University of Nebraska Foundation. She became the first woman 
chair of the NU Foundation Board of Directors in 1984. 
Andersen and her husband, Harold, chaired the 1993-2000 Campaign Nebraska fundraising effort, which 
raised in excess of $727 million for NU initiatives. The Harold and Marian Andersen Hall, home of the UN-L 
College of Journalism and Mass Communications, is named in their honor. 
The Andersens' financial support of and collaboration with UNO has provided for the annual Andy Award, 
which recognizes media professionals who internationalize the perspectives of Nebraskans, and the Andersen-
Gouttierre Award, which honors UNO faculty, staff and students who promote international understanding. 
Their generosity also helped launch the Del and Lou Ann Weber Lecture Series and has benefited the UNO 
Athletic Department by establishing the Andersen Scholarships and facilitating renovations in the Sapp 
Fieldhouse. 
In the Omaha community, the Andersens continue to be avid supporters of the Shakespeare Festival. The 
annual event entertains more than 30,000 attendees each summer and is regarded as one of the nation's premiere 
outdoor theatre experiences. The Heartland Chapter of the American Red Cross also has recognized their efforts 
by establishing a philanthropy leadership award in their honor. 
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
KATRINA L. JACOBBERGER 
Katrina L. Jacobberger, a native of Omaha, is fascinated by all the world has to offer. Her double major in 
history and international studies has provided many opportunities, including teaching French at local elementary 
schools as part of an after-school program. 
A firm believer that an education in history is necessary for success in any field, her commencement address 
is titled "Changes." 
At UNO, she has been involved with Golden Key International Honor Society, Sigma Iota Rho Honor 
Society and Pi Delta Phi Honor Society. She was named to the Dean's List each semester at the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha and has been placed on the Chancellor's List as well. Jacobberger is the recipient of the 
UNO History Department's Graduating Senior of the Year Award. 
After receiving her bachelor of arts degrees in history and international studies from UNO, Jacobberger 
plans to attend Fordham University's International Political Economy and Development Program this fall in 
New York City. She enjoys traveling and would like to visit every country in the world. Her ultimate goal is to 
pursue non-profit humanitarian and development work with the United Nations or World Bank. 
CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL RECIPIENT 
JANET TSCHUDIN 
Janet Tschudin is the director of the Nebraska Business Development Center (NBDC) Business and 
Technology Services in the College of Business Administration at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. 
Tschudin received her bachelor of science degree cum laude from the University of Nebraska at Kearney in 
1977and earned her master of business administration degree from UNO in 1990. Prior to joining UNO in 1992, 
she taught at Southeast Community College in Beatrice, Neb. 
In her work with the NBDC, Tschudin assists the business community with project management, leadership, 
technology training and consulting. She also mentors clients on leadership, team building, conflict resolution, 
communication and managing change. She has a proven track record of identifying client needs and 
implementing solutions. 
Tschudin speaks at various professional engagements, including local, state and regional workshops and 
conferences. Active in the community, she is a member of the American Society for Training and Development, 
the Midwest Information System Professionals and the Information Technology Council. 
In 1999, she was named Professor of the Year by the Applied Information Management Institute. She also is 
a member of the UNO business honorary society Beta Gamma Sigma. 
The Chancellor's Medal at the University of Nebraska at Omaha was established to recognize the contributions 
of faculty and administrative staff who embody the institution's mission and values. It is bestowed only to those 
within the university community who have demonstrated unusual excellence. 
ORDER OF THE TOWER 
CARL MAMMEL 
Carl Mammel continues to be a leading force in the advancement of the University of Nebraska at Omaha. 
With his support, the university has experienced growth and development in a variety of areas, namely the 
College of Business Administration (CBA). 
Mammel has led an extensive business and public service career, including serving as chairman of the board 
of Mammel and Associates of the Silverstone Group from 1959 to 2001. He has provided leadership with the 
Omaha Community Foundation since 1991 and the board of directors of the Commercial Federal Corporation 
since 1992. Additionally, he has the distinction of being an investor in the original Buffet Partnership that 
eventually became Berkshire Hathaway. 
His business sense also has been showcased through his service as chairman of the board of trustees for 
Children's Hospital and involvement with the Omaha Symphony Association, the Rotary Club of Omaha, the 
Salvation Army and the United Way's Alexis de Tocqueville Society. 
In 1994, the Mammel Family Foundation was formed. The generous support of the annual Mammel 
scholarship has enabled top students from the Omaha metropolitan area to attend UNO and the CBA. By 
keeping students in the community, recruitment of other local talented students has increased, and CBA faculty 
partnerships have allowed for cutting-edge experience on the policies and practices governing today's 
businesses. 
The Order of the Tower is UNO s highest non-academic award. It is bestowed upon community leaders whose 
service and/or financial support has made it possible for the university to address the academic, cultural and 
economic needs of the people of Omaha and citizens of Nebraska. Recipients of the award embody virtues and 
attributes valued highly by the university and are recognized as an example to others. 
ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD RECIPIENT 
GUINTER KAHN, M.D. 
Guinter Kahn, M.D., has been a practicing dermatologist at Parkway Regional Medical Center in Miami 
since 1974. He graduated cum laude from the University of Omaha in 1954, earning a bachelor's degree in 
biology. 
In 1958, he received his medical degree with honors from the University of Nebraska Medical Center. Dr. 
Kahn then completed an internship at Philadelphia General Hospital and served a medical residency in 
dermatology at the University of Miami. 
He has contributed his time and financial resources to the advancement of a variety of humanitarian and 
charitable endeavors. In addition, he has been a key benefactor of many institutions, including the UNMC, 
which named a floor in its Leon S. McGoogan Library of Medicine in his honor. The dermatology department 
at Rambam Medical Center in Haifa, Israel, also bears his name. Recently, his generosity extended to the UNO 
library, creating the Guinter Kahn Library addition, which celebrates the 50th anniversary of his UNO 
graduation. 
A native of Trier, Germany, Dr. Kahn immigrated to the United States in 1938. He researched and 
documented the role German physicians played in the Holocaust and has presented on that topic at more than 
20 medical universities in Germany and Austria. His support of the Anti-Defamation League has provided 
funding for college students to visit sites in Israel and Poland, including Nazi concentration camps at Auschwitz 
and Birkenau. 
His special interests include the treatment of skin cancer, children's skin diseases and infections of the skin, 
of which he has authored more than 100 articles. 
Dr. Kahn has received numerous awards, including UNMC College of Medicine Alumnus of the Year 
(1996), Distinguished Inventor of the Year (1998), an honorary doctorate of science from UNMC (2002), 
membership in the Dermatovenereology Association of Turkey and selection to "The Best Doctors in America: 
Southeast Region." 
He revolutionized the hair-growth industry with his discovery in the early 1970s that the drug Minoxidil is 
an effective hair-growth stimulant. Minoxidil today remains the only substance that is approved by the FDA for 
growing hair. 
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of April 29, 2004. 
Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Shentell Lynne Auffart, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1985; JD, Creighton University, 1988; PhD in 
Criminal Justice, "The Sentencing Disparity Between Crack 
and Powder Cocaine Under the Federal Sentencing 
Guidelines: The Impact and Ramifications on Equal 
Protection and Due Process;" Dissertation Advisor: 
Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Michael Jay Elbert, BA, University of Iowa, 1991; MA, 
University of Northern Iowa, 1993; PhD in Criminal Justice, 
"The Correlates of Supervised Release Outcomes in a 
Federal Jurisdiction: A Comparison of Offenders who were 
Revoked and Successfully Terminated Under the United 
States Sentencing Guidelines from 1998-2002;" 
Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Melanie K. Felton, BS, Iowa State University, 1980; MS, 
Iowa State University, 1985; PhD in Education-
Psychological and Cultural Studies at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, "Sibling Language: Conversational 
Interactions in Dyadic and Triadic Family Groupings;" 
Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Brigette Ryalls 
Amanda J. Mathias, Bachelor of Criminal Justice, New 
Mexico State University, 1997; Master of Criminal Justice, 
New Mexico State University, 1999; PhD in Criminal 
Justice, "Juvenile Sexual Assault Victims and Their 
Decisions not to Cooperate with the Prosecution: A Look at 
San Diego;" Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Samuel Walker 
Mary Elizabeth Parsons, BSN, Creighton University, 1976; 
MSN, University of Nebraska Medical Center, 1982; PhD in 
Education-Community and Human Resources at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, "The Impact of the Eden 
Alternative on Quality of Life of Nursing Home Residents;" 
Dissertation Advisor: Dr. James Thorson 
Richard M. Swayze, BA, State University of New York, 
1994; Master of Public Administration, State University of 
New York, 1996; PhD in Public Administration, "The Role 
of Federal Aid and Uncertainty in Funding Airport Capital 
Expenditures;" Dissertation Advisor: Dr. John Bartle 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Wesley Jay Galusha, Bachelor of Fine Arts, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1983; MS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1991; EdD in Educational Administration, "Factors 
that Keep Teachers with Perceived Leadership Potential 
from Seeking Secondary Principal and Assistant Principal 
Positions;" Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Jack McKay 
Clara Gunderson Hoover, BS, Iowa State University, 1964; 
MS, Case Western Reserve University, 1965; MA, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1986; EdD in 
Educational Administration, "Foreign Language Teachers' 
Use of Technology in Instruction: An Exploratory Study;" 
Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Gary Hartzell 
Michelle Lynn Lundgren, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1987; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; EdD in Educational 
Administration, "Board Members' Perceptions of Their 
Roles in the Governance of an Independent Christian 
School;" Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Laura Schulte 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
Amanda Marie Arkfeld, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; 
School Psychology, "Differences in Achievement between 
Graded and Nongraded Elementary School Students;" 
Project Advisor: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Kelly Rae Branecki, BS, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 
2000; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; School 
Psychology, "Small Group Phonemic Awareness Instruction 
within a Preschool Program;" Project Advisor: 
Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Melissa Marie Fredenburg, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1999; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; 
School Psychology, "The Effects of Peer Interactions on 
Play Assessment: Do Peers Influence the Cognitive Skills 
Observed in Three-Year-Old Children?;" Project Advisor: 
Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Melissa Elizabeth Hall, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1999; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; 
School Psychology, "Children's Attitudes toward Peers and 
Disabilities: The Effects of Inclusion and Contact;" Project 
Advisor: Dr. Robert Woody 
Jolene Jennifer Johnson, BA, Northwestern College, 1999; 
MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; School 
Psychology, "Phonemic Awareness and Preschool: Does 
One-on-One Instruction Improve Reading Readiness?;" 
Project Advisor: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Jane Alaire King, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1994; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; School 
Psychology, "Facilitated vs. Non-Facilitated Play Behavior 
of Children;" Project Advisor: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Keri Kathlene Ramaekers, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1997; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; 
School Psychology, "The Clinical Application of the Good 
Behavior Game in Three Elementary Classrooms;" Project 
Advisors: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance and Dr. Mark Shriver 
MASTER OF ARTS 
James William Askew, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1995; Biology, "mtDNA Analyses of Bufo 
woodhousii: Lack of Variation in Omaha Metropolitan 
Populations;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. James Fawcett 
Joshua Ryan Bisher, BS, University of Evansville, 2002; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Torrie Anne Bjelland, BS, Minnesota State University, 2000; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Kimberley Michelle Clark-Kaczmarek, BS, Nebraska 
Wesley an University, 1994; Theatre 
Nicholas Charles Cox, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2001; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Bhagwanji Francis Dhimmar, Master of Physical Therapy, 
University of Oklahoma, 2002; Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation 
Carla A. Fellers, BS, Oklahoma State University, 1971; 
English 
Amy Jo Foote, BS, California Baptist College, 2001; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Christopher Michael Franck, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Jacqulyn S. Gabriel, BA, University of Iowa, 1997; 
Sociology, "Si, Se Puede: Organizing Latino Immigrant 
Workers in South Omaha's Meatpacking Industry;" Thesis 
Advisor: Dr. Lourdes Gouveia 
Melanie Corinna Gipp, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Communication, "Analyzing the American 
and German Governments' Usage of the Web: Framing, and 
Agenda-Setting, and the Iraq War;" Thesis Advisor: 
Professor Hugh Reilly 
Julie Anne Godberson, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1998; Biology, "Reed Canary grass (Phalaris 
Arundinacea L.) Response to Fall and Spring Prescribed 
Burning;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Thomas Bragg 
Hongbing Gong, Bachelor of Economics, Nanjing 
University, 1989; Economics, "Exchange Rate Regime and 
Currency Crisis Determinations: Lessons from Argentina;" 
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Mark Wohar 
Valerie Jean Groll, BA, New Mexico State University, 1989; 
Counseling, "The Effect Study Skills/Career Exploration 
has on Student Retention and Academic Progress;" Thesis 
Advisor: Dr. Jeannette Seaberry 
Paula M. Hoffman Hall, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1994; Communication, "Terrorist Attacks of 
September 11, 2001: Examination of the Visual Agenda set 
by Time and Newsweek;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Michael 
Sherer 
Chad Gordon Holo, BS, Minnesota State University, 2000; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Matt Dwane Hosie, BA, Bethany College, 1995; BS, Kansas 
State University, 1996; Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation 
Erin Eileen Joy, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; English 
Jody Lynn Keisner, BS, Wayne State College, 1996; English 
Stephanie Marie Kidd, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Creighton 
University, 2002; Theatre, "Breaking Down Social Issues to 
Create Li'l Bit in Paula Vogel's How I Learned to Drive " 
Project Advisor: Dr. Susann Suprenant 
Angela Lynn Kritenbrink, BA, Buena Vista University, 
2001; English 
Maggie Lynn Lalley, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1999; Biology, "Blood Parasites of Two Species of Rat 
Snake (Elaphe spp.) From Southeastern Nebraska and 
Northeastern Kansas;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. James Fawcett 
Tanya Denea Lawrence, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Sociology, "The Impact of Social Structures 
on Educational Aspirations Among African American High 
School Students;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. William Clute 
Brian Kevin Lierz, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; History 
Danelle Rene Lockwood, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1996; Sociology 
Heather R. Mann-Hurlburt, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 2001; Sociology 
Margaret Ann Marshall, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1989; Sociology 
Antje Sabine Mefferd, BA, Erst Europaische Schule fur 
Logopadi, 2000; Speech-Language Pathology, "Similarity 
Judgment and Feature Weights;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Kathy 
Coufal 
Cara Ann Palmesano, BA, Creighton University, 1994; 
English 
Rupa Paramesh, BA, McMaster University, 2001; 
Sociology, "Asian Indian Women and Breast Cancer 
Screening;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Shireen Rajaram 
Peter Pavlicko, BS, Comenius University, 2000; Geography, 
"Interactive Topographic Web Mapping Using Scalable 
Vector Graphics;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Michael Peterson 
Charles R. Peterson, BA, Creighton University, 2000; 
Psychology, "Organizational Justice, Organizational 
Citizenship, and Group Performance in an Educational 
Setting;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. James Thomas 
Christopher Poole, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; 
Geography 
Jennifer Lisa Poole, BS, Boston University, 1994; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Calvin Christian Poulsen, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1994; Geography 
Alexandra Theresa Ramirez, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2002; English 
Melanie Ann Schulte, BS, College of Saint Catherine, 2002; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Tracy Marie Scott, BS, Creighton University, 2001; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Trent Jonathan Short, BA, Spring Arbor College, 2000; 
English 
Joey Lynn Simet, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Jennie Corinne Smith, BA, Baylor University, 1992; 
Biology, "Sub2 is a Regulator of Heterochromatic Silencing 
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Elaine 
Lahue 
Jennifer Lynn Stastny, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; English 
Sheryl A. Stevens-Schrage, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Michelle Anne Streif, BA, Iowa State University, 1988; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Stephanie Ann Titus, BS, Morningside College, 2002; 
Criminal Justice, "An Examination of the Associations 
Between the Locations of Probationers and Crimes: A City 
Block-Level Analysis;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Dennis Roncek 
Cindi L. Willis, BSN, University of Nebraska Medical 
Center, 1994; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS 
OF MATHEMATICS 
Shawna Alisha Tierney, BS, Wayne State College, 1996; 
Mathematics 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Melissa Sue Adair, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Mohamed Khalil Ahmed, BS, Alexandria University, 1993; 
Computer Science, "Incremental Mining for Frequent 
Patterns in Evolving Time Series Databases;" Project 
Advisor: Dr. Hesham Ali 
Linda Sue Allen, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Kearney 
State College, 1979; Counseling 
Jiqing An, BA, Fudan University, 1988; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; Economics 
Supchoke Anegboonlap, BA, University of the Thai 
Chamber of Commerce, 2001; Economics 
Juanita Grace Annis-McDonald, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; 
Elementary Education 
Ahmed Ali Asheikh-Bubakr, BS, Amman University, 1998; 
Management Information Systems 
Shant Badalyan, BA, Yerevan State Institute of National 
Economics, 1997; Economics 
Katherine Jane Bast, BA, University of Saint Thomas, 1999; 
Elementary Education 
Susan Kay Baysinger, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Terra Jaye Lynn Beethe, BA, Dana College, 1999; Reading 
Donald Joseph Bengier, BS, Kent State University, 1986; 
MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Mark D. Bouwman, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of South Dakota, 1998; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Sandra Jean Bredfeldt, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1976; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Elizabeth Ann Broekemeier, BA, University of Montana, 
2000; Urban Studies 
Tetyana Burak, BA, Minsk State Pedagogical Institute of 
Foreign Languages, 1987; Educational Administration and 
Supervision 
Esperanza Camargo Bernal, BA, Incca University, 1992, 
MA, Pontificia Universidad, 1995; Urban Studies 
Nicholas Charles Caniglia, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Economics 
Linfeng Cao, BS, University of Science and Technology of 
China, 1983; Computer Science, "Ranking Differentially-
Expressed Genes in DNA Microarray Data;" Thesis 
Advisor: Dr. Simon Sherman 
Jing Chen, Bachelor of Agriculture, Beijing Agricultural 
University, 1988; Computer Science, "A Hierarchical Fact-
Proposition Space-Based Decision Support Technique with 
Probabilistic Reasoning;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. Qiuming Zhu 
Jangh Hyung Cho, Bachelor of Economics, University of 
Seoul, 1999, Master of Economics, University of Seoul, 
2001; Economics 
Sook-Fun Chong, BS, Creighton University, 2001; 
Management Information Systems 
Lee Derrick Clausen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Urban Studies 
Jane Alice Colling, Bachelor of Science in Education, Black 
Hills State University, 1992; Secondary Education 
Michael Joseph Coniglio, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; Secondary 
Education 
Dena Rae Crosby, BS, Grace University, 2001; Counseling 
Kristin Marie Curtis, BA, Truman State University, 2002; 
Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Devon Elizabeth Cutinella, Bachelor of Elective Studies, 
Saint Cloud State University, 1996; Reading 
Benjamin David Czyz, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Counseling 
Susan Marie Devlin, Bachelor of Fine Arts, University of 
Wisconsin, 1974; Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; Secondary 
Education 
Sharifa Urisshbaevna Djurabaeva, BA, Poltava Pedagogical 
Institute, 1992; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Linda C. Dunlap, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1980; Secondary 
Education 
Praveen Kumar Durbha, Bachelor of Engineering, Andhra 
University, 1999; Computer Science, "Quality of Service in 
IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks: Enhancements 
to the 802.11 Medium Access Control Layer;" Thesis 
Advisor: Professor Stanley Wileman 
Margaret Joan Ebersold, BA, Tarkio College, 1985; Special 
Education 
Deanne Marie Erickson, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2000; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Daniel Joseph Evert, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
1998; Secondary Education 
Jutta L. Fournier, BA, Austin Peay State University, 1994; 
Counseling 
Triparna Gangopadhyay, BA, Osmania University, 1998; 
BA, Osmania University, 2001; Management Information 
Systems 
Hayk Ghlijyan, BA, Yerevan State Institute of National 
Economics, 1997; Economics 
James Edward Goetz, BA, Clarke College, 1987; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Jessica Anton Gregory, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2002; School Psychology 
Vicki Kay Griffin, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1999;Educational Administration and 
Supervision 
Karen L. Hadley, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
1988; Counseling 
Stephanie Lynn Haney, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1999; Secondary Education 
Chad James Haugen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Mathematics 
David Charles Hemphill, BS, Nebraska Wesley an 
University, 1989; Master of Science in Education, Peru State 
College, 1997; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Shavonna Leigh Holman, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Educational Administration and 
Supervision 
Michelle Renee Hruska, BA, College of Saint Mary, 1995; 
Counseling 
Robert Paul Huebner, Bachelor of Music, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, 1988; Educational Administration and 
Supervision 
Alicia Joyell Hughes, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1999; Counseling 
Robin E. Jensen, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1980; 
Counseling 
Haili Jiao, Bachelor of Economics, Nanjing Agricultural 
University, 1995; Computer Science, "Mining Microarray 
Data Using Contrast Analysis;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. 
Zhengxin Chen 
Jennifer Rose Johnson, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 
2002; School Psychology 
Andrea Christine Jones, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Counseling 
Jaiwon Jung, Bachelor of Economics, Kwandong 
University, 1993; BA, University of Northern Iowa, 2001; 
Management Information Systems 
Daeho Kim, Bachelor of Music, Seoul National University, 
1994; Master of Music, Seoul National University, 2000; 
Management Information Systems 
Seokhwan Kim, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Management Information Systems 
Noboru Kirigaya, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Management Information Systems 
Rusty Lee Kluender, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Chadron State College, 1989; Educational Administration 
and Supervision 
John Michael Knizner, BS, Carroll College, 2002; 
Economics 
James Leon Leath, Bachelor of Business, Western Illinois 
University, 1988; BS, Park University, 1993; Management 
Information Systems 
Irene Haengjae Lee, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Mathematics 
Seongsook Lee, Bachelor of Agriculture, Kangnung 
National University, 1993; BA, University of Northern 
Iowa, 2000; Management Information Systems 
Lora Lois Leibrandt, Bachelor of Fine Arts, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, 1981; Secondary Education 
Maggie A. Lessmeier, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 
2000; Special Education 
Guangping Li, BS, Sichuan University, 1987; MS, Sichuan 
University, 1990; PhD, University of Siegen, 1998; 
Management Information Systems 
Sarah Anne Lieske, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1999; 
Counseling 
Lori Ann Lightcap, BS, Murray State University, 1997; 
Counseling 
Thuy P. Liu, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; 
Management Information Systems 
Tin Z. Mak, BS, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 1991; 
MBA, Bloomsburg University, 1994; Economics 
Santhosh K. Manchala, Bachelor of Engineering, Osmania 
University, 2001; Computer Science, "Internet Protocol 
Version 6 Implementation for Xinu;" Thesis Advisor: 
Professor Stanley Wileman 
Janet Lynn Miller, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; School Psychology 
Tracy L. Mitchell, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Educational Administration and 
Supervision 
Peggy Denyse Moore, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1998; Criminal Justice 
Melissa Gearhart Moreno, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2001; Economics 
Donna Sue Mott, BA, University of Iowa, 1990; BA, 
University of Northern Iowa, 1992; Special Education 
Kiyomi Murata, BA, Creighton University, 1994; 
Management Information Systems 
Janice Birk Nelson, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1982; Secondary 
Education 
Wiyada Niwatpumin, Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Assumption University 1997; Master of Management, 
Mahidol University, 2001; Economics 
Sreedhar Nori, BA, Osmania University, 1998; BS, Osmania 
University, 2001; Management Information Systems 
Traci Jo Otto, BS, Bellevue University, 2001; Counseling 
Matthew James Palmer, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Elementary 
Education 
Sergiu Perju, BA, University Aurel Vlaicu, 1998; MA, 
University of Oradea, 1999; Economics 
Chandra Mae Petersen, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Counseling 
Jenifer Erin Piatt, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; Management Information Systems 
Julie Marie Politi, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1990; Bachelor of Science in Education, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Counseling 
Laura Ann Powers, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1999; Counseling 
Satish Chandra Pudota, BS, University of Madras, 2000; 
Management Information Systems 
Sallie Beth Rada, BA, Creighton University, 1989; 
Elementary Education 
Athena Katharina Ramos, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Urban Studies 
Kelli Lynnn Ratliff, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Northwest Missouri State University, 2002; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Kristine Elizabeth Reed, BS, Iowa State University, 2002; 
Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Kristy D. Reynolds, BS, Montana State University, 1999; 
Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Eliana J. Sanchez Modena, BA, Nueva Granada Military 
University, 1996; Economics 
Kristine A. Sandall, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1989; Secondary 
Education 
Annie Sasidar, Bachelor of Engineering, University of 
Mumbai, 2000; Computer Science, "Cross Platform 
Implementation of VOIP in 802.11b Environment;" Thesis 
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Dick 
Naveen C. Sattaru, Bachelor of Business Management, 
Andhra University, 1997; Management Information 
Systems 
Benjamin Michael Schultz, BS, Minnesota State University, 
2001; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Jason M. Shaffer, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997; Master of Science of 
Education, Peru State College, 2001; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Piyush Bharat Shah, BA, University of Bombay, 2001; 
Management Information Systems 
Parash Sharma, BA, Tribhuvan University, 1998; 
Management Information Systems 
Elwalid H. Sidahmed, BS, University of Khartoum, 1994; 
Computer Science, "A QoS Based Model for Supporting 
Multimedia Applications over Cellular IP;" Project Advisor: 
Dr. Hesham Ali 
Felix Alexander Soleh, BS, DeVry Institute of Technology, 
1999; Computer Science, "Embedded Valuable Watcher in 
Third Generation Wireless Technology Devices;" Thesis 
Advisor: Dr. Qiuming Zhu 
Beth Kay Stenzel, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Reading, 
"Breaking Down the Walls of Silence;" Thesis Advisor: Dr. 
Sarah Edwards 
Therese Marie Terschuren, BA, University of San Francisco, 
1968; MA, San Francisco State University, 1990; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Woradul Tularak, BA, Thammasat University, 1992; 
Economics 
Carrie Elizabeth Turner, BA, Metropolitan State College, 
1989; Elementary Education 
Kanthi Kiran Vankamamidi, BA, Osmania University, 2001; 
Management Information Systems 
Vasudeva Rao Krishna Vellore, BA, Andhra University, 
1999; Management Information Systems 
Lisa Renee Wager, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1996; Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Amanda Kay Wallar Stofferahn, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; 
Reading 
Jeanee Christine Weiss, BS, University of Texas, 1996; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Nicole J. Werth, BA, Creighton University, 2002; School 
Psychology 
Suzanne Grace Belford Wetzel, BA, College of Saint 
Benedict, 2000; Elementary Education 
Beverly A. Wilcox, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1969; Elementary Education 
Jennifer Lee Wilson, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1999; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
James Bryan Wolfe, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; Secondary 
Education 
Alexander G.M. Wong, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; Management Information Systems 
Xuanfu Wu, BS, Beijing Agricultural University, 1985; MS, 
Beijing Agricultural University, 1991; Computer Science, 
"Exploring Approaches toward Dynamic Ensembles;" 
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Zhengxin Chen 
Michael Gerard Zeplin, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; Master of Arts in 
Teaching, Hastings College, 1996; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Yi Zheng, Bachelor of Economics, University of 
International Business and Economics, 2002; Economics 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
Hyun Sik Chung, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Accounting 
Hyaesun Ham, BA, Ewha Womans University, 1987; Master 
of Education, Ewha Womans University, 1991; Accounting 
Xiaohui Hu, BA, Nanjing University, 1990; MBA, Xiamen 
University, 1998; Accounting 
Sandy Dee O'Neil, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1997; Accounting 




Kimberly R. Bunz, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Bradley A. Carne, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Architectural Engineering 
Joshua E. Dahlbeck, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Trevor S. Hollins, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Matthew R. Leaper, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
James H. Lowe, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Steven M. Nass, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Ryan P. Pelster, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Nicholas P. Rosenberry, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Architectural Engineering 
Toby J. Samuelson, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Nathan W. Sheets, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Kristal G. Adam, BS, Midland Lutheran College, 1998; 
Business Administration 
Matthew Todd Ballain, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1991; Business Administration 
Stephanie Nadine Beals, BA, Augustana College, 1996; 
Business Administration 
Kristin Kay Bootsma, BA, Northwestern College, 1997; 
Business Administration 
Larry G. Buland, Bachelor of General Studies, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Business Administration 
Corey Alexander Chamberlain, BS, Wayne State College, 
1999; Business Administration 
Janice Lindsay Cosimano, BS, University of Kansas, 1998; 
Business Administration 
Mistie Lynn Cottrill, BS, University of Wisconsin, 2000; 
Business Administration 
Sandra S. Dudley, BA, Hastings College, 1995; Business 
Administration 
Brian Kelly Ellis, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1992; Business Administration 
Nicole Vera Goetz, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Business Administration 
Jeffrey James Graham, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1994; Business Administration 
Christopher Richard Grojean, BS, University of Missouri, 
1999; Business Administration 
Elizabeth Mae Guernsey, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Business Administration 
Heather A. Gust, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1998; Business Administration 
Ryan Christian Hahn, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; Business Administration 
Sommer Marie Hahn, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; Business Administration 
Amy M. Hall, BS, University of Notre Dame, 1998; 
Business Administration 
Kent Michael Herzog, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2000; Business Administration 
Clete Allen Hjorth, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2002; Business Administration 
Todd G. Huffman, Bachelor of Business, University of 
Iowa, 1994; Master of Accountancy, University of Iowa, 
1995; Business Administration 
Dana Kerley Jimenez, BA, University of Delaware, 1997; 
Business Administration 
Hussam Faik Kakish, BS, Jordan University of Science and 
Technology, 1993; MS, University of Massachusetts, 1995; 
PhD, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997; Business 
Administration 
Jana Lynn Kelly, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1998; 
Business Administration 
Ameilia Renee Latham, BA, Florida State University, 1999; 
Business Administration 
Deanna Kay Meyer, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
2000; Business Administration 
Tamra Nichole Milone, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Business Administration 
Wesley David Moore, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; Business Administration 
Jeffrey Richard Moran, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1975; Business Administration 
Boris Morozov, BA, Academy of Economic Studies, 2002; 
Business Administration 
Michael Allen Muma, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 2002; Business Administration 
Paul R. Olson, BA, College of the Holy Cross, 1993; 
Business Administration 
Adam Steven Orand, BS, Creighton University, 1999; 
Business Administration 
Treva M. Padath, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Business Administration 
Robert G. Parolek, BS, Creighton University, 1989; 
Business Administration 
Kimberly A. Pash, BS, College of Saint Mary, 2000; 
Business Administration 
Todd J. Pirnie, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Agne Reizgeviciute, BA, Siauliai University, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Melanie Sue Rose, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1990; JD, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; Business 
Administration 
Timothy J. Sawyer, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1995; Business Administration 
Matthew Francis Schuman, BS, University of Missouri, 
2000; Business Administration 
Tanya L. Shapiro, BS, Bellevue University, 2000; Business 
Administration 
Joseph Robert Shields, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1988; Business Administration 
John C. Smith, BS, Utica College, 2000; Business 
Administration 
Kristin Eve Stubbe, Bachelor of Music, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; Business Administration 
Jeffory Joseph Stumpf, Bachelor of Business 
Administration, University of Oklahoma, 1989; Business 
Administration 
Dawn Marie Timperley, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1994; Business Administration 
Adriana Y. Triana, BS, Pontificia Universidad, 1999; 
Business Administration 
Najeeb Vayalthrikovil, BS, Kerala Agricultural University, 
1997; Business Administration 
Michael H. Wall, BA, Concordia University, 1996; Business 
Administration 
Brent Alan Wieck, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1997; Business Administration 
Cindy Ann Wille, BS, South Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology, 2000; Business Administration 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Pooja Bidarkar, Bachelor of Engineering, Mumbai 
University, 2002; Engineering 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Dorothy Larae Jacobi, BA, Jamestown College, 1995; 
Music 
Yu-Chen Liu, BA, National Chung-Hsing University, 1996; 
Music 
Christopher Martin Marple, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, Northwest Missouri State University, 2002; 
Music 
Angela Marie McDaniel-Diaw, Bachelor of Music, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Music 
Cindy Bassett McGann, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1992; JD, Creighton 
University, 1996; Music 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Katherine Risch Bakhit, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 1998; Public Administration 
Eric W. Buske, BS, Bellevue University, 1996; Public 
Administration 
Craig R. Christiansen, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1970; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1972; 
Public Administration 
Richard Matthew Duxbury, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1998; Public Administration 
Melissa Lee Foulk, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1999; Public Administration 
Ryan David Goertzen, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Public 
Administration 
Elizabeth Mary Haney, BS, Creighton University, 1991; 
Public Administration 
Jon Andrew Holmes, BA, Harding University, 1993; Public 
Administration 
Patricia Lee Moffatt, BSN, Clarkson College, 1994; Public 
Administration 
Jean Marie Munger, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1998; Public Administration 
Kyoungdon Park, BA, Pusan National University, 1998; 
MA, Pusan National University, 2001; Public 
Administration 
Travis Matthew Perry, BS, University of Virginia, 1996; 
Public Administration 
Scott Anthony Pollard, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
1999; Public Administration 
Colleen Ann Prem, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1994; Public Administration 
Rukumani Ramanathan, Bachelor of Journalism, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1999; Public Administration 
Debi R. Redmon, BA, Dana College, 1996; Public 
Administration 
Eric Lavon Robinson, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Public 
Administration 
Shawn Michael Ryba, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; Public Administration 
Alexcia Ricki White, BS, Wayne State College, 2001; Public 
Administration 
Kenneth Michael Wildenstein, BA, City College, 1998; 
Public Administration 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Kathleen T. Kock, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Public Health 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Katherine Risch Bakhit, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 1998; Social Work 
Kathy Susan Bannister, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Social Work 
Cynthia Ann Burroughs, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1997; Social Work 
Gisela Johanna Carter, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Social Work 
Jessica Ann Clark, Bachelor of Social Work, Dana College, 
2000; Social Work 
Jennifer Ann Conrad, BA, Luther College, 1999; Social 
Work 
Sarah Anne Fehringer, BA, College of Saint Benedict, 2000; 
Social Work 
Beatriz Garcia, Bachelor of General Studies, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Social Work 
Lynnette Helen Greer, BS, New Mexico State University, 
1995; MS, New Mexico State University, 1997; Social Work 
Ellen Faye Grow, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2000; Social Work 
Cindy Harris Gulledge, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; Social Work 
Natalie Ann Hald, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Social Work 
Theresa Louise Hey, BA, Briar Cliff College, 1981; Social 
Work 
Kimberly Ann Hutchins, BS, Wayne State College, 2001; 
Social Work 
Cynthia R. Jeffrey, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1992; 
Social Work 
Laurie Raveill Licari, BA, Graceland University, 1975; 
Social Work 
Pamela Grace Loewenstein, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 2000; Social Work 
Bobbi Jo Meister, BA, Morningside College, 1999; Social 
Work 
Erin Jane Olson, Bachelor of Social Work, Dordt College, 
2002; Social Work 
Michelle Susan Patton, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1999; Social Work 
Traci Lynn Penrod, BS, Wayne State College, 2001; Social 
Work 
Debbie L. Priefert, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1999; Social Work 
Shawn Michael Ryba, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; Social Work 
Julie Helen Schlachter, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1999; Social Work 
Marcia Lynn Smidt, Bachelor of Social Work, Fort Hays 
State University, 1998; Social Work 
Nicole Renee Thamm, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1998; Social Work 
Tonda Marie Trouba, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1996; Social Work 
Jessyca M. Vandercoy, BA, University of Pittsburgh, 1999; 
Social Work 
Sherl Ann von Dohren, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Social Work 
Peggy Jean Wetjen, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2000; Social Work 
Meehwa Yoe Chang, BA, Seoul Women's University, 1987; 
Social Work 
DEGREES WITH HONORS 
Names with an asterisk denote 4.0 grade point average 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Heidi Lee Adams 
Karen Ann Eakins 
Oxana Sergeyevna Kolomitsyna 
Erin Renee Wessling* 
Caroline Anne Zaayer 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Terry Michaelle Hornig 
Marion Rhodes 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bonnie Kathleen Brennan 
Brianna Lynn Condray 
Jaime Lynn Drieling 
Abbie M. Farrens 
Adam M. Gomez 
Jared Lee Hrdy 
Julie A. Hutfless 
Katrina Lynne Jacobberger 
Michelle Nannette Leas 
Natalya V. Li 
Amanda Jo Linder 
Lisa Ann Linenberger 
Brandy Jean Lintz 
Sara Elizabeth Rouwenhorst Thalman 
Taylor Zachary Stein 
Sarah Elizabeth Warner 
Laura Michelle Wiese-Plettner 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Jean Yvonne McGuire 
Anna Maria Ristic 
Cum Laude 
Shannon Christina Dinovo 
Shelley Leigh Esquivel 
Jasmine Hermanek 
Jason Lee Kiger 
Gregory John Paskach 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Jennifer Kay Silk 
Bachelor of Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nicholas Francis Boyle 
Paige Jeannine Dilla 
Elizabeth Ann Nowaczyk 
Carla Jane Marie O'Donnell 
Samuel James Recob 
Evangeline Louise Vergo* 
Magna Cum Laude 
Wendy Lee Andersen 
Luke Curtis Anderson 
Casey Marie Birkel 
Anita Ann Caradori 
Michael Lewis Dexter 
Jessica Ann Franks 
Aretta Fraser Freed 
Carolyn Marie Giandinoto 
Andrew Benjamin Hall 
Serena Marie Huff 
Kendra M. Kessler 
Lindy Lee Mahoney 
John Aaron Matthews 
Carolee A. McClure 
Daniel Patrick O'Dell 
Mahliqha Frishta Qasimyar 
Laura Jean Swanson 
Casie Renee Voigt 
Sarah Kathleen Wickert 
Michelle Jean Yoo 
Cum Laude 
Kelsey Colleen Archer 
David Lee Bell 
Kimberly Lynn Finnell 
Amber Amelia Fuller 
Nathan K. Hansen 
John Henry Sadlemyer II 
Jennifer Alice Schwartzkopf 
Matthew Scott Stansbury 
Deborah Ann Wagner 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Curtis Alan Finn 
COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Julie Lynn Gohr 
Kate C. Hemminghaus 
Stephen A. Kroft 
Lindsay Ann Lee 
Jonna L. Moen 
Bruce C. Moritz 
Elizabeth Ann Rhoades 
Matthew Paul Ridder 
Mariah Clare Joan Webinger 
Andrew Lee Willey 
Magna Cum Laude 
Benjamin Paul Anderson 
Crystal Kaye Bliemeister 
Jennifer Ann Burger 
Bret Michael Christen 
Bryan Dwight Clark 
Stacy Marie Crook 
Matthew P. Daake 
Sarah A. Estep 
Nicole Brooke Faltys 
Natalya V. Li 
Jody Ann Ludlow 
Thomas John McGee 
Mary Ann Olig 
Jennifer Sue Paar 
Adriana Melina Pina 
Gayle Lorraine Portera 
Laura Elizabeth Sinram 
Andrew H. Wong 
Cum Laude 
Maggie Aarianne Artus 
Fereshta Azimi 
Matthew A. Bonczynski 
Michelle Marie Burger 
Theresa R. Cullen 
Stacey Lynn Egger 
Angela Dawn Haack 
Jeremy J. Langfeldt 
Shu He Lin 
Amanda Elizabeth Neneman 
Amber Dawn Pyzdek 
Stephanie Maxine Stahl 
Clinton William Strong 
Teresa A. Wiese 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Summa Cum Laude 
Amy Lynn Anderson 
Kimberly R. Coffin 
Jenny M. Collicott* 
David Andrew Lorimor 
Tara Rae Mapes 
Kari Ellen Matters 
Lynn M. Ramert 
Kara Brianne Richardson 
Amberly Mae Trask 
Erin Kristina Wilkins 
Magna Cum Laude 
Nicole Marie Andrews 
Lois Ann Brandt 
Nicole Ann Bunas 
Victoria Lynn Chalmers 
Kristin Nicole Dorothy 
Sarah JoAnn Hecox 
Jill Marie Heine 
Lori Ann Henderson 
Angela Carol Holdren 
Seletha Kishon Carmel Keys 
Anna Louise Lorsbach 
Erin Marie Malm 
Michelle Diane Monico 
Quinn Steven Peterson 
Erin J. Push 
Christine Louise Sjoberg 
Jill Allison Tworek 
Arvela Joyce Tyree 
Panonglee Vang 
Lindsey Renee Wedel 
Jill Kristine Wellman 
Laura Margaret Wortman 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Catherine Ann Gershon 
Cum Laude 
Lisa M. Bench 
Julie Anne Crowley 
Kristine Kay Denton 
Jessica A. Eckholt 
Jeani M. Guenther 
Chris Paul Hurt 
Sarah C. Lape 
Meghan Christine McCallan 
Melissa Ann Meisinger 
Erin Rae Morrison 
Amber L. Nielsen 
Jane Marie Swirzinski 
Denise M. Timm 
Scott Anthony Wike 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
Bachelor of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Vance David Reimer 
Cum Laude 
Mark Daniel Ermeling 
Distinction 
Anthony J. Froehlich 
Scott A. Haas 
Kiel Allen Larson 
Andrew William Meyn 
Jeffrey L. Nemitz 
Travis Jay Ream 
Michael John Thomsen 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jay Michael Ling* 
Magna Cum Laude 
Andrew Lawrence Barry 
Michael David Forsberg 
Bryan Patrick Guy 
Kelli A. James 
Mary Catherine Renken 
Hubert Saam 
Cum Laude 
Eric Lee Bausch 
Matthew James Hubel 
Bachelor of Science 
in Industrial Technology 
Distinction 
Joel Mark Prybylski 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hing Lim Chan 
Richard J. Peter 
Lisa Marie Vanzago 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lane Collin Freemyer 
Mark Andrew Hanus 
Daren Lynn Scott 
Cum Laude 
Jay Wesley Collins 
Anthony Joseph Fankhauser 
Distinction 
Jeremy L. Eppenbaugh 
Joshua Lane Weatherly 
COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
AND COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Criminal Justice 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kerry Boehmer 
Alicia Ann Dinneen 
Lincoln Campus 
Caitlin Ruth Anderson 
Jennifer Lee Miller 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jaime Lynn Drieling 
Joshua James Yambor 
Lincoln Campus 
Jamie L. McConnell 
Jill Marie Olberding 
Cum Laude 
Natasha Elise Johnson 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Patrick Michael McDonald 
Linda J. Wright-Abalos 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Warren Heath Tutwiler 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ty Daniel Fleck 
Susan Frances Kurtz 
Kimberly Bebhinn Rice-Schrock 
Nick Douglas Zoerb 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Jennifer Lynn Elliott 
Lisa Ann Gross 
Cum Laude 
Erica N. Fleming 
Christopher Michael Measel 
Andrea Lynn Miller 
Carol G. Reeves 
Cum Laude 
Julie T. Ferris 
Lisa Ann Lane 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Studio Art 
Magna Cum Laude 
Nicole Marie Blauw 
Jesse William Harts 
Patricia L. Malenfant 
Alissa Renae Meints 
Melissa Margaret Ward 
Cum Laude 
Neal Adrian Hansum 
Kristi Lynn Schmidt 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Theatre 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rebekah Tamar Johnson 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kimberly Ann Bagby 
Cum Laude 
Suzanne Nicole Withem 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rebecca Lee Cherek 
Brynn Leah Grumstrup 
Margaret J. Lukas 
Joseph Frank Sparano 
Magna Cum Laude 
Melissa Rae Corwin 
Hillary Kristin Fast 
Janet L. Harriett 
Cum Laude 
Julie Lynne Sopscak 
Bachelor of Science 
in Architectural Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nancy M. McCormick 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michelle Lynn Berger 
Stephanie Jo Wright 
Distinction 
Nickolaus Joseph Clinebell 
Daniel Alan Karnes 
Michael Robert Merwald 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electronics Engineering 
Magna Cum Laude 
Clayton C. Vondrasek 
Distinction 
Deborah D. Duran 
Kenneth Dean Townsend Jr. 
Michael J. Wheeler 
Bachelor of Science 
in Public Administration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Robb Charles Burbach 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jason Dean Hartwig 
Marshall William Meidl 
Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Summa Cum Laude 
Carolyn A. Dijak 
Kathryn Marie Dijak 
Laura Kim Peet 
Tracy Michelle Swanson 
Magna Cum Laude 
Renee Michelle Cole 
Erin Lynn Dacey 
Nicolette Ann Harrison 
Bachelor of Music 
Magna Cum Laude 
Connie Irene Feekes 
Lisa Ann Linenberger 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Erin Michelle Niebuhr 
Cum Laude 




Bachelor of Science 
in Education and 
Human Sciences 
Summa Cum Laude 
Laura Jean Bosco 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Bobbie Lynn Gilson 
Amanda Jensen Griffin 
Cum Laude 
Lisa Jean Barna 
Barbara Janelle Brohman 




Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Noah Marten Anderson 
Hing Lim Chan 
Andrew Jude Gacek* 
Eric Donald Manley* 
Eric Joseph Thompson 
Vincent Vernon Wesselmann 
Zachary Sam Zaiss 
Kevin R. Zink 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kelly Lloyd Campbell 
J. Ward Dare 
Benjamin Carter Groelz 
Phillip Edward Kealy 
Frank Bruce Mellion 
Nathaniel Douglas Nuss 
Cum Laude 
Tyler Bruce Bartling 
Patrick M. Cavanaugh 
Corey John Erkes 
Ryo Mishina 
Bachelor of Science 
in Management 
Information Systems 
Summa Cum Laude 
Timothy Andrew Clark 
Andrea Mae Groelz* 
Megan L. Hrabanek 
Ryan E. Iwansky 
Ted J. Lamm 
Richard Adam Setlak 
Elizabeth Marie Wilcox* 
Magna Cum Laude 
John P. DiMartino 
Bailing Gong 
Robert Allen Naumann 
Lars Tyler Pedersen 
Andrew James von Nagy 
Cum Laude 
Jessica Lynn Acker 
Ryan Patrick McGrail 
Thomas E. Raetz 
Matthew Robert Virus 
Honors Extra Muros has been approved to recognize those transfer students who have achieved outstanding academic records 
during their collegiate careers, but who had not completed enough credit hours in residence to be eligible 
for cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude baccalaureate honors. 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS' THESES TITLES 
Caitlin R. Anderson 
"Questioning "Outside Miranda:" 
Interrogation Tactics and Ethics in the Police Station" 
Adviser: Susan Jacobs 
Kaisa Bidali 
"Is Collecting Feces an Invasive Way 
of Measuring Estrogen in Spotted Hyenas?" 
Adviser: Jeffrey French 
Bonnie K. Brennan 
"Voices from the Platte River Road" 
Adviser: Maria Arbelaez 
Trevor W. Clark 
"A Question Concerning Information Technology: 
Neo-Humanist Examination of Polycontextual Relationships" 
Adviser: Sajda Qureshi 
Jason B. Gaskin 
"In the Pit" 
Adviser: Jerry Cederblom 
Amanda J. Griffin 
"Effect of quercetin on MC3T3-E1 cells in vitro" 
Adviser: Kaye Stanek-Krogstrand 
Mark A. Hanus 
"Deluxe Pedometer" 
Adviser: Hamid Sharif 
Rebecca Hrdy 
"The Dehydration of cis and Trans-2-Phenylcyclohexanols" 
Adviser: James Wood 
Emeka J. Igbokwe 
"Synthesis and Characterization of Iron Diazonium Complex" 
Adviser: James Carroll 
Stephen A. Kroft 
"The Alamo Cafe: A Complete Business Plan" 
Adviser: Amy Rodie 
Jay M. Ling 
"Investigating the Correlation between Internal and External 
Strain Gages in Reinforced Concrete Structures" 
Adviser: Elizabeth Jones 
Eric D. Manley 
"Aspect-Oriented Programming Via Program Transformation" 
Adviser: Victor Winter 
Carolee A. McClure 
"The Effect of Perfectionism, Type and Time Pressure on 
Anxiety and Task Performance" 
Adviser: Lisa Scherer 
Victoria E. Mejias 
"Not Guilty, Guilty, or Innocent?" 
Adviser: Darryll Lewis 
Jennifer L. Miller 
"The USA Patriot Act: Enforcement and Domestic 
Consequences" 
Adviser: Susan Jacobs 
Richard J. Peter 
"Wireless Encryption Video System" 
Adviser: Hamid Sharif 
Quinn S. Peterson 
"The Wildcat Way" 
Adviser: Saundra Wetig 
Laura E. Sinram 
"Surveillance of American Citizens Under Title II of the USA 
Patriot Act" 
Adviser: Darryll Lewis 
Joseph F. Sparano 
"Covers: A Visual History of the T-Shirt" 
Adviser: Gary Day 
Eric J. Thompson 
"No Child Will Be Left Behind . . . With Proper Use of 
Technology" 
Adviser: Robert Fulkerson 
Evangeline L. Vergo 
"A Burkean Critique of the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha's View Book" 
Adviser: Robert Carlson 
Nicholas K. Volenec 
"Pseudo-Random Number Generators: 
Implementations, Applications, and Verification" 
Adviser: John Clark 
Vincent V. Wesselmann 
"Alchemical: Interactive Entertainment Design" 
Anthony Trecek-King 
Elizabeth M. Wilcox 
"Gender in Virtual Gaming Communities" 
Adviser: Ilze Zigurs 
Zachary S. Zaiss 
"The Effects of Video Game Play 
on Divided Visual Attention" 
Adviser: Philip Craiger 
CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of April 26, 2004. 
Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements. 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Heidi Lee Adams 
Anita Gayle Akers 
Heather V. Andsager 
Antonio O. Anzalone 
Rachel Ann Aranha 
Sarah Rachel Banks 
Brandon Keith Barth 
Brian Joseph Bell 
Bonnie Kathleen Brennan 
Matthew Timothy Burke 
Erick Ryan Bush 
Leslie Ann Castellan 
Brianna Lynn Condray 
Erin Nicole Conn 
Valerie Ann Cutshall 
Yessenia Diaz 
Shannon Christina Dinovo 
Roscoe John Dockham 
Kari Lynn Dorsey 
Jaime Lynn Drieling 
Kristin Marie Dubbs 
Karen Ann Eakins 
Shelley Leigh Esquivel 
Abbie M. Farrens 
David Adrian Foley 
Thomas Nels Fredericksen Jr. 
Adam M. Gomez 
Jasmine Leeann Hall 
Jasmine Hermanek 
Lindsey Alane Hiebert 
Eric W. Holz 
Terry Michaelle Hornig 
Jared Lee Hrdy 
Rebecca Lynn Hrdy 
Danette Lynn Huff 
Julie A. Hutfless 
Nazokat Isamova 
Dimitra Issari 
Katrina Lynne Jacobberger 
Destynie Janece Lynn Jenkins 
David Benjamin Johnson 
Matthew Stephen Jones 
Daniel Jeremy Kasparek 
Nicole Christine Kerman 
Jason Lee Kiger 
Oxana Sergeyevna Kolomitsyna 
Monica Elena LaCroix 
Jessica Elizabeth Langdon 
Michelle Nannette Leas 
Jason Todd Leick 
Natalya V. Li 
Amanda Jo Linder 
Lisa Ann Linenberger 
Brandy Jean Lintz 
Tara S. Lloyd 
Juli Lynn Logemann 
Rosalie F. Lutfiyya 
Chris Machian 
Robin Lynn Manley 
William V. Martin 
Joshua John Martinec 
Jeffrey Allen Mayer 
Jean Yvonne McGuire 
Kimberly Marie McGuirk 
Eva Jean Midgley 
Manda J. Miller 
Kylie Marie Milnikel 
Arnoldo Alonso Moran 
Itsuko Morino 
Emily Anne Morrison 
Shizuka Nakazawa 
Nicole Anne Neumann 
Ryan Michael Norris 
Jessica Ann Nutz 
Jennifer Gentle Oumarou 
Jacob Albert Ozanne 
Christine Elizabeth Pagan 
Gregory John Paskach 
Amy B. Percosky 
Jessica C. Perea 
Amanda Marie Prescott 
Crystal A. Rhoades 
Marion Rhodes 
Anna Maria Ristic 
Michael James Rollins 
Sara Elizabeth Rouwenhorst Thalman 
Lana F. Salberg 
Yoko Sasaki 
Steven James Scarlett 
Anna Marie Scheer 
Danielle Lea Sheehan 
Michael Scott Sheehan 
Jennifer Kay Silk 
Taylor Zachary Stein 
David P. Steinbeck 
Carly Marie Swotek 
Naomi Takatani 
Michael Joel Taylor 
Kenneth David Thorpe 
Traci Lorraine Walters 
Ping Wang 
Sarah Elizabeth Warner 
Erin Renee Wessling 
Joshua Cory West 
Laura Michelle Wiese-Plettner 
Jasmine L. Williams 
Jean Marie Worshek 
Abdullah Yaseer 
Caroline Anne Zaayer 
Sarah Anne Zyck 
Bachelor of Science 
Kristen Kay Adams 
Wendy Lee Andersen 
Luke Curtis Anderson 
Mary L. Anderson 
Kelsey Colleen Archer 
Kelli Nicole Barager 
Gary William Barrineau 
Lisa N. Bauer 
Natalie M. Baumgarten 
David Lee Bell 
Douglas Charles Bertelsen 
Kaisa Bidali 
Casey Marie Birkel 
James Robert Block 
Koryn Marie Boss 
Nicholas Francis Boyle 
Qianna Mone't Bradley 
James Arden Bradshaw 
John Maxwell Broderick 
Stephanie Christine Buck 
Lisa Anne Butterfield 
Anita Ann Caradori 
Erin Kathryn Carmody 
Erik Anker Christensen 
Jeffery Allen Christiansen 
Suzanne Elizabeth Clabaugh 
Jolene Elizabeth Connolly 
Raf Czarnecki 
Ethan A. Deas 
Michael Lewis Dexter 
Alicia Marie Diener 
Paige Jeannine Dilla 
Melissa K. Engstrom 
Michael Patrick Ervin 
Curtis Alan Finn 
Kimberly Lynn Finnell 
Ruth Marie Foutz 
Robyn M. Frank 
Paul Marcellus Franklin 
Jessica Ann Franks 
Aretta Fraser Freed 
Amber Amelia Fuller 
Carolyn Marie Giandinoto 
Erika Rose Guetersloh 
Andrew Benjamin Hall 
Nathan K. Hansen 
Megan Ann Marie Holcomb 
Rebecca Lynn Hrdy 
Nicole M. Hruban 
Serena Marie Huff 
Emeka Jideofor Igbokwe 
Ashley Marie Ingram 
Marife Joy Isla 
Neil Edward Jones 
Andrea LaMarr Juilfs 
Kang G. Kang 
Carolina Anna Kellenberger 
Jennifer M. Kersigo 
Kendra M. Kessler 
Mandy Byers Khan 
Kristen Elizabeth Knudtson 
Stephanie Nicole Kremla 
Douglas R. Lagemann 
Jacob S. Ludacka 
Jenny M. Maddock 
Lindy Lee Mahoney 
John Aaron Matthews 
Carolee A. McClure 
Philip John McMillan 
Reanen Earl Michael 
John Miller 
Michael Joseph Miller 
Laura Kathleen Miner 
Amber Dawn Mitchell 
William Randolph Moak 
Kelly Lynn Moore 
Philip Edward Morefield 
Emily Sybil Morgan 
Jennifer Ann Mullins 
Matthew David Murphy 
Alecia Nicole Muth 
Kristle Elizabeth Neuhalfen 
Barbara Anne Nichols 
Christina Marie Nixon 
Amanda Marie Nohr 
Elizabeth Ann Nowaczyk 
Ryan Joseph O'Brien 
Daniel Patrick O'Dell 
Carla Jane Marie O'Donnell 
Michael Richard Peklo 
Darren Joseph Pekny 
Andrew P. Perina 
Corey Allen Petersen 
Bryan Gregory Pinker 
Sarah Linnea Price 
Laci Elizabeth Prucinsky 
Mahliqha Frishta Qasimyar 
Samuel James Recob 
Dana Chanelle Rollerson 
LaRon Javar Rooks 
John Henry Sadlemyer II 
Jennifer Alice Schwartzkopf 
Reiko Seguchi 
Johnathan A. Shelman 
Timothy John Sleddens 
Matthew Scott Stansbury 
Gabriel Aaron Swanson 
Laura Jean Swanson 
Scott J. Taff 
Lance Steven Tolstedt 
Constance Laura Totzke 
Henry James Unwin 
Shilo Frances Vasquez 
Meghan Elizabeth Veldhuis 
Evangeline Louise Vergo 
Casie Renee Voigt 
Kyle G. Von Tersch 
Jihad L. Wade 
Deborah Ann Wagner 
Ted John Warren 
Kyana Rebecca Wehrle 
James J. Whalen 
Sarah Kathleen Wickert 
Abby Marie Wilkinson 
Michelle Jean Yoo 
Nicole Anne Youngblood 
Arin Daniell Zeman 
Jasonea Louise Zuk 




(Degrees awarded by 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln) 
Bachelor of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Damian Richard Blackwell 
Mark David Burkhardt 
Jay Bryan Cooley 
Edward Francis Derks 
Evan John Dwyer 
Mark Daniel Ermeling 
Anthony J. Froehlich 
Samuel Gene Gutz 
Scott A. Haas 
Jeffrey Glen Jenkins 
Kiel Allen Larson 
Andrew William Meyn 
Christopher Arthur Miller 
Jeffrey L. Nemitz 
Nicholas Patrick O'Brien 
Travis Jay Ream 
Vance David Reimer 
John David Rygg 
Michael John Thomsen 
Aaron James Welsh 
Daniel Lee Wicht 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Andrew Lawrence Barry 
Eric Lee Bausch 
Dustin Glen Donahoo 
Joel Russell Fairfax 
Michael David Forsberg 
Bryan Patrick Guy 
Matthew James Hubel 
Kelli A. James 
Jay Michael Ling 
Mary Catherine Renken 
Hubert Saam 
Nicholas J. Sutko 
Andrew D. Ternus 
Joseph Phillip Zadina 
Bachelor of Science 
in Industrial Technology 
Travis Jon De Goei 
Clayton Joseph Mattice 
Joel Mark Prybylski 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Engineering 
Waleed Basheer 
Hing Lim Chan 
Jay Wesley Collins 
Jeremy L. Eppenbaugh 
Anthony Joseph Fankhauser 
Lane Collin Freemyer 
Mark Andrew Hanus 
Richard J. Peter 
Kenneth Anthony Redler 
Daren Lynn Scott 
Jeffrey John Sigmund Jr. 
Lisa Marie Vanzago 
Joshua Lane Weatherly 
Bachelor of Science 
in Architectural Engineering 
Michelle Lynn Berger 
Nickolaus Joseph Clinebell 
Ryan Robert Grasse 
Daniel Alan Karnes 
Chad Thomas Liechti 
Nancy M. McCormick 
Michael Robert Merwald 
Timothy Allen Mischnick 
Stephanie Jo Wright 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electronics Engineering 
Khoa Dang Do 
Deborah D. Duran 
Kenneth Dean Townsend Jr. 
Clayton C. Vondrasek 
Associate of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Andrew Ross Stamp 
Associate of Science 
in Technology 
Luke Christopher Carlberg 
Travis Jon De Goei 
Jon Hunt Burke 
Matthew Daniel Kapsa 
John Francis Stolinski 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Joshua Christopher Abel 
Amy Lynn Anderson 
Nicole Marie Andrews 
Durkhany Bassia 
Lisa M. Bench 
Tiffany Laure Besch 
Michelle L. Blakestad 
Jennifer L. Brachle 
Lois Ann Brandt 
Jennifer Sue Brown 
Rachel Anne Bullie 
Nicole Ann Bunas 
Jessica L. Butler 
Sara Lucia Caniglia 
Victoria Lynn Chalmers 
Laura Christine Chan 
Judee Ann Chmura 
Kimberly R. Coffin 
Jenny M. Collicott 
Julie Anne Crowley 
Jane Mae Crudup 
Dawna Dale Daily 
Kristine Kay Denton 
Nichole Ann Dixon 
Linda Kaye Donohue 
Kristin Nicole Dorothy 
Michael Clifford Drey 
Natalie Ann Dudzik 
Jessica A. Eckholt 
Seth Thomas Embrey 
Jaimee Jae Everitt 
Kristin Leigh Furby 
Antonio Garcia 
Catherine Ann Gershon 
Jill A. Gigliodoro 
Jeani M. Guenther 
Jason T. Harris 
Sarah JoAnn Hecox 
Maegan Rae Heimes 
Jill Marie Heine 
Lori Ann Henderson 
Ryan Ann Hergott 
Edwenda Yvonne Hess 
Angela Jean Hillrichs 
Heidi Lyn Hirschbach 
Angela Carol Holdren 
Chris Paul Hurt 
Devvonie Meosha Johnson 
Jennifer Rebecca Johnson 
Karen Louise Johnson 
Todd Timothy Johnson 
Bruce Edward Jones 
Erin Christine Jones 
Justin Lee Kammrad 
Seletha Kishon Carmel Keys 
Erica Lynn Kirst 
Marilyn Anne Kolar 
Dana William Kuhl 
Sarah C. Lape 
David Andrew Lorimor 
Anna Louise Lorsbach 
Pamela Kathleen Ludwig 
Erin Marie Malm 
Tara Rae Mapes 
Richard Alan Martinie 
Kari Ellen Matters 
Stefanie Nichole McAlpin 
Meghan Christine McCallan 
Amy Grace McDermott 
Abby K. McGinnis 
Bridget Nicole McHugh 
Maureen Elizabeth McMahon 
Melissa Ann Meisinger 
Rebecca Ann Mertins 
Kyren Steven Miller 
Genevieve Esther Mills 
Michelle Diane Monico 
Kindra Lyn Moody 
Emily Sybil Morgan 
Erin Rae Morrison 
Dan Kyle Lee Morrow 
Kali D. Neill 
Amber L. Nielsen 
Andrea Kristin Ott 
Greg Alan Oxley 
Tara Anne Patomson 
Elizabeth Ann Payne 
Quinn Steven Peterson 
Corinne Renee Pistulka 
Joan Theresa Potter 
Erin J. Push 
Lynn M. Ramert 
Tracy Lynette Reed 
Timothy John Reischl 
Kara Brianne Richardson 
Dara Quinn Rosenberg 
Russell Joseph Ruffcorn 
Joanne Marie Saucier 
Diane Lynn Schafer-Mayse 
Karyn Christine Schmidt 
Alexander Joseph Schutzenhofer IV 
Elizabeth Ann Scott 
Brianne Kristin Shockey 
Deana Denise Showers 
Sarah I. Silverstein 
Christine Louise Sjoberg 
Kimberley Lynne Smith 
Kimberly Michelle Sorensen 
Melany J. Spiehs 
Jason Vance Stehlik 
Maggie Marie Stewart 
Terri Sue Strong 
Rebecca A. Swanigan 
Jane Marie Swirzinski 
Denise M. Timm 
Amberly Mae Trask 
Sarah J. Turner 
Jill Allison Tworek 
Arvela Joyce Tyree 
Panonglee Vang 
Kenneth Eric Von Buettner 
Nicholas Lee Warren 
Lindsey Renee Wedel 
Jill Kristine Wellman 
Amy Kathryn Welte 
Scott Anthony Wike 
Erin Kristina Wilkins 
Timothy David Wilson 
Brooke Starr Wiseman 
Laura Margaret Wortman 
COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration 
Michael Thomas Ahrens 
Benjamin Paul Anderson 
Antonio O. Anzalone 
Maggie Aarianne Artus 
Andrew Joseph Ash 
Rachelle Lynn Avis 
Fereshta Azimi 
Christine E. Baker 
Stephanie Renee Baum 
Crystal Kaye Bliemeister 
Matthew A. Bonczynski 
Megan Renee Bosselman 
Sheila Elaine Brahmer 
Amy Jo Braun 
Aaron Jeffrey Brittain 
Christopher Daryl Brown 
Craig Andrew Brummund 
Kendall Aaron Brundidge 
Monica Sue Bubke 
Jennifer Sue Burbach 
Jennifer Ann Burger 
Michelle Marie Burger 
Timothy Micheal Byrne 
Adam J. Carbullido 
Matthew Lee Carsey 
Daniel Edward Cheuvront 
Bret Michael Christen 
Bryan Dwight Clark 
Samuel Robert Clark 
Joanne Elizabeth Cornelison 
Chad M. Crawford 
Stacy Marie Crook 
Theresa R. Cullen 
Jeremy J. Curttright 
Matthew P. Daake 
Amanda Anne Dailey 
Anthony C. Dambrosia 
MariBeth A. Devine 
John Robert Dillingham 
Kelly Ann Durick 
Stacey Lynn Egger 
Nicholas Allen Ertzner 
Sarah A. Estep 
Jamie Scott Evers 
Nicole Brooke Faltys 
Ross P. Fuhr 
Jenna Lauren Fullerton 
Michael C. Gabinet 
Patrick Lynn Galloway 
Jason Bernard Gaskin 
Tiara Lynn Gaul 
Laura Marie Geisinger 
Joseph John Getz 
Julie Lynn Gohr 
Christine Angela Gordon 
Mark Andrew Gorup 
Dustin J. Grant 
Angela Dawn Haack 
Angela Kay Hansen 
Nancy C. Hansen 
Ramsey James Hanson 
Buren Eldon Hardy III 
Travis Dylan Harris 
Terry Lee Hawkins 
Melisa L. Heinen 
Kim Nicole Hellerich 
Kate C. Hemminghaus 
Valerie Susan Hindley 
Ryan John Huebner 
Kimberly D. Hurst 
Destynie Janece Lynn Jenkins 
Sarah Ellen Juhl 
Jessica Lynn Kastrup 
Jackie Lynn Kaup 
Brian D. Keller 
Jonathan Charles Kelley 
Jacob A. Kenny 
Melissa Jean King 
Shawn Hill Kinsella 
Erin Lea Kjeldgaard 
Susan Kimberly Klug 
Tara Danielle Kotlarz 
Stephen A. Kroft 
Katya V. Kuzmina 
Jeremy J. Langfeldt 
Lindsay Ann Lee 
Jeffrey Robert Legg 
Rachel Ann Lewis 
Natalya V. Li 
Adam W. Liljestrand 
Shu He Lin 
Jamie Ranae Livingston 
Jessica L. Longan 
Lindsay Marie Loveland 
Paula R. Lowrey 
Jody Ann Ludlow 
Nichole Marie Mahoney 
Nathan Patrick Marik 
Jeremiah Robert Martens 
Brian Matthew Mauer 
Jennifer Lynn McCune 
Thomas John McGee 
Robert Emilio Mejias 
Victoria Elizabeth Mejias 
Jake J. Messerly 
Gram William Mether 
Miriam Sekai Midzi 
Ryan Michael Miller 
Jonna L. Moen 
Karen E. Mongar 
Kelly Marie Moran 
Bruce C. Moritz 
Matthew A. Mroczek 
Heather Hope Muhle 
Brian John Munderloh 
Jessica Kathleen Music 
Shizuka Nakazawa 
Edward Gerald Nemecek III 
Amanda Elizabeth Neneman 
Eric James Novotny 
Regina Marie O'Connell 
Mary Ann Olig 
Jennifer Sue Paar 
Keli Dian Palfini 
Kelly Michelle Parker 
Zam K. Pearson 
Adriana Melina Pina 
Gayle Lorraine Portera 
Tami Lynn Powers 
Steven G. Prawl 
Anastasia Maureen Privitera 
Amber Dawn Pyzdek 
Daniel Leland Rannells 
David L. Rattner 
Chris Redfield 
Elizabeth Ann Rhoades 
Matthew Paul Ridder 
David Joseph Rischling 
Ryan Alvin-Harm Rohlfs 
Megan Eileen Rush 
Jaime L. Salwei 
Alison T. Sammin 
Aurelie Schmitt 
Michael Phillip Schneider 
Jamie J. Schreiber 
Jada Jo Scott 
Laura Elizabeth Sinram 
Stacey Anne Skidmore von Backstrom 
Jarrod Lee Smith 
Kathryn E. Socha 
Stephanie Maxine Stahl 
Clinton William Strong 
Kathy Jean Swaim 
Joshua August Tebben 
Amanda Ngoc Thai 
Angela Diane Thomas 
Scott Thomas Thornton 
Lindsay Aynne Troy 
Daniel James Vech 
Alejandra Villegas 
Mariah Clare Joan Webinger 
Brian Keith Weeda 
Gregory Michael Weiss 
Jacob Ryan Weitzel 
Teresa A. Wiese 
Andrew Lee Willey 
Malek Rashaan Winfrey 
Malakita Juanshell Witherspoon 
Andrew H. Wong 
COLLEGE OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Criminal Justice 
Cynthia L. Alberico 
Anthony C. Beauchamp 
Jennie Lynn Bender 
Kerry Boehmer 
Tyler Stephen Bruhn Jr. 
Jason Thomas Burson 
Anthony David Buxter 
Laura J. Clark 
Erik Paul James Decker 
Alicia Ann Dinneen 
Spencer R. Doyle 
Jaime Lynn Drieling 
Orlesha Diane Fairgood 
Jillian Elizabeth Foral 
Travis Lee Frickel 
Shannan Leann Garcia 
Chrystal Marie Gray 
Jackie R. Gray 
Thad Joel Greiner 
Evangeline Hope Gwilt 
Lori Lynn Harrow 
Amy Sue Higgins 
Steven G. Hoff 
Nathan Douglas Holman 
Shauntal Marie Holmes 
Natasha Elise Johnson 
Jennifer Sharon Kempf 
Blake Joseph Lamb 
John E. Leatherman 
Brandon Alan Lorenson 
Ryan Guyer McCormick 
Michael Phillip Morales 
Michael Justin Morgan 
Shene Marie Moyers 
Amy B. Percosky 
Brian Lee Shapiro 
Jason John Slosson 
Andrea R. Smith 
William Veo Stenneche 
Teighlor Alayne Straub 
Mindy Rae Theilen 
Kyle Daniel Wilson 
Michael Joseph Wright 
Joshua James Yambor 
Lincoln Campus 
Caitlin Ruth Anderson 
Adam Jordan Bals 
Joshua Adam Barricklow 
Paul Donald Brunner 
Tykeasha Marie Cannon 
Melinda Sue Fangman 
Jennifer Anne Fortino 
Adam Donald Fritz 
Wende Dawn Hancock 
Matthew Hague Howey 
Kevin Lawrence Janousek 
Brian Robert Kieborz 
Toni M. Leija-Wilson 
Brandon Thomas Maxon 
Jamie L. McConnell 
Jennifer Lee Miller 
Michelle Lynn Nunemaker 
Jill Marie Olberding 
Aaron Todd Pembleton 
Nicole Michelle Piper 
Brian Charles Podwinski 
Joseph Lee Raper 
Joseph John Reding 
Brandon A. Stofko 
Jill Emily Thompson 
Stephanie Anne Tully 
Cody Ryan Volk 
Brian Kennedy Wagner 
Megan Melissa Wetzel 
Rory Cash Zutavern 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Virginia Lynn Adams 
Michael Asamoah Agyei 
Ethan Hamilton Anderson 
Kimberly S. Antill 
Kristy Lyn Behen 
Mitchell Duane Biggs 
Christin Dawn Boyd 
Karla Joyce Bright 
Matthew Austin Britton 
Brock Adam Buchli 
Duane Christopher Carlton 
Jill Kristin Clements 
Nancy Lewis Coatsworth 
Brandon Eric Cooley 
Trent Oscar Allen Cooper 
Chad Michael Davies 
Damon Marcus Douglas 
Erin Burke Dunlap 
Ryan Michael Durant 
Jennifer Lynn Elliott 
William Ryan Esch 
Jane Ann Evans Burns 
Michelle Mary Evers 
Ty Daniel Fleck 
Erica N. Fleming 
Christine Nicole Gage 
David Christopher George 
Eric Michael Gordon 
Vala Cleanette Grigsby 
Lisa Ann Gross 
Denise Marie Guinane 
Rebecca Diane Hahn 
Veronica Lynn Harris 
Jennifer E. Hays 
Jannette M. Heard 
Katherine Marie Heine 
Lisa Maureen Hoist 
Nola Jeanne Jeanpierre 
Alton Damon Johnson 
Joyce Breckenridge Keber 
Joshua Alan Krohn 
Susan Frances Kurtz 
Cindy Ann Labbe 
John C. Larimore 
Colleen Katherine Lawry 
Lonnie Paul LeBlanc 
Tayler Hyesun Lee 
Phillip Lipscomb 
Kimberly Kaye Lloyd 
Adam R. Malmquist 
Shanna Eleece Martin 
Kurt LaRue Mayo 
Roy Lee McBride III 
Dinyal Shanel McCray-Walker 
Patrick Michael McDonald 
Levon McDowell 
Mark Patrick McFee 
Kenny Dupree McMorris 
Christopher Michael Measel 
Andrea Lynn Miller 
Joseph Oliver Needham 
Ardyth Bohrer Nelson 
Cory C. O'Connor 
Caroline J. Olson 
Lawrence Christopher Oxtal 
Thelma Williams Parks 
Dawn Marie Perez-Lawrence 
Gail Dean Petersen 
Toia M. Phillips 
Felicia A. Philmon-Merritt 
Carol G. Reeves 
Kimberly Bebhinn Rice-Schrock 
Lee Thomas Roberts 
Benjamin Joseph Ronnau 
Regan Ruch 
Brett Douglas Samson 
Patricia Kay Samuel 
Kenneth William Sanders III 
Saibou Karim Seidou 
Jason Ryan Shockey 
James Carlisle Smith 
Joseph Michael Smith 
Sherrita LaToya Smoak 
Egbemimo Karine Sokpoh 
Kerin Michele Staup 
Laura J. Streeter 
Kaarin Elizabeth Stubblefield 
Elizabeth Joy TeKrony 
Joel D. Thomas 
Kimbree Dawn Tourangeau 
Warren Heath Tutwiler 
Monica McMahon Ullerich 
Yimeem Vu 
Allison Renee Wade 
Lilia Georgieva Webster 
Michael J. Wheeler 
Shelli Jean Wingett 
Bradley Roy Woodworth 
Linda J. Wright-Abalos 
Donald Patrick Young 
Lamii David Zarlee 
Nick Douglas Zoerb 
Danielle Marie Zulfer 
Bachelor of Science 
in Public Administration 
Steven Douglas Brinkman 
Robb Charles Burbach 
Shawn Michael Guinan 
Jason Dean Hartwig 
Jeffrey Joseph Johnson 
Marshall William Meidl 
Eric Stephen Pfeifer 
William Robert Post 
Daniel Joseph Spivey 
Amy Jean Thelen 
Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Lori Beth Ball 
Stephanie Marie Brundieck 
Katrina April Clemens 
Rebecca L. Coco 
Renee Michelle Cole 
Erin Lynn Dacey 
Carolyn A. Dijak 
Kathryn Marie Dijak 
Robin Michelle Fermin 
Julie T. Ferris 
Rochelle Alloy Fox 
Nicolette Ann Harrison 
Amy Anne Knudson 
Lisa Ann Lane 
Jessica Irene Lowe 
Tiffany Venice Moore 
Sara Elizabeth Paxton 
Laura Kim Peet 
Tracy Michelle Swanson 
Nick Thomas Tesmer 
Sara Allison Willis 
Bachelor of Science 
in Urban Studies 
Bonnie M. De Smet-Bacon 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Art History 
Althea Elizabeth Hardy 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Studio Art 
Nicole Marie Blauw 
Karol Ann Bock 
Jacqueline Therese Champoux 
Kate Elizabeth Davitt 
Jennifer Ann Digman 
Neal Adrian Hansum 
Jesse William Harts 
Jason Michael Hautzinger 
Jason Lahowetz 
Benjamin Elmo Lake 
Patricia L. Malenfant 
Alissa Renae Meints 
Jon Daniel Padrnos 
Jason Zachary Rumbaugh 
Kristi Lynn Schmidt 
James Ryan Sewing 
Mariam Tam 
Zarina Tam 
Melissa Margaret Ward 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Theatre 
Kimberly Ann Bagby 
Vincent Joel Carlson 
Ryan William Connealy 
Melanie Mae Gillis 
John Robert Gruber 
Rebekah Tamar Johnson 
Suzanne Nicole Withem 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Rebecca Lee Cherek 
Melissa Rae Corwin 
Catharine Bernadette Dixon 
Hillary Kristin Fast 
Brynn Leah Grumstrup 
Janet L. Harriett 
Ethan Joseph Hon 
Margaret J. Lukas 
Julie Lynne Sopscak 
Joseph Frank Sparano 
Bachelor of Music 
David Kamaru Anderson 
Douglas John Babic 
Douglas Carson Bast 
Jonathan Robert Cole 
Elizabeth Anne Doty 
Connie Irene Feekes 
Eric Wayne Fuller 
AnDrue Roland Humphrey 
Lisa Ann Linenberger 
Tera Renee' Maeder 
Erin Michelle Niebuhr 




(Degrees awarded by 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln) 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education and 
Human Sciences 
Michele Renae Acolatse 
Lisa Jean Barna 
Kylie Jo Behnke 
Laura Jean Bosco 
Barbara Janelle Brohman 
Nichole Fay Cohn 
Meredith Leigh Cooper 
Nicole Marie Douglas 
Cassie Ann Evers 
Kelli K. Fuxa 
Bobbie Lynn Gilson 
Amanda Jensen Griffin 
Stephanie Jo Henley 
Nicole Marie Jipp 
Audra Rae King 
Allisyn Hunter Kulm 
Lachelle Denise Marion 
Vicki L. McCarville 
Melissa Ann Mickey 
Andrea Elizabeth Miller 
Christina Marie Running Hawk 
Michelle Ivy Saldivar 




Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Noah Marten Anderson 
Paul Robert Baker 
Tyler Bruce Bartling 
Brian M. Battistone 
Daniel K. Beard 
Steven Patrick Bos 
Kelly Lloyd Campbell 
Patrick M. Cavanaugh 
Hing Lim Chan 
Samuel Robert Clark 
J. Ward Dare 
Michael Paul Doerneman 
Mohamed Doray 
Corey John Erkes 
Andrew Jude Gacek 
Ahmad Fahim Ghaznawi 
Benjamin Carter Groelz 
Anggi Gularso 
Brent Timothy Heavican 
Ronald Peter Horner 
Philip Daniel Jonak 
Phillip Edward Kealy 
Jason Craig Lehr 
Brian J. Leuschen 
Eric Donald Manley 
Frank Bruce Mellion 
Ryan Glenn Misek 
Ryo Mishina 
Khanh Hien Nguyen 
Nathaniel Douglas Nuss 
Jay Gerard Pedersen 
Kyle A. J. Pierce 
Kenneth Ross Jr. 
David Irving Shreffler 
Joseph Edward Sopcich 
Eric Joseph Thompson 
Daniel Bryan Ulrich 
Robert A. VanMeeteren 
Nicholas Keith Volenec 
Geoffrey M. Webinger 
Vincent Vernon Wesselmann 
Zachary Sam Zaiss 
Kevin R. Zink 
Bachelor of Science 
in Management 
Information Systems 
Jessica Lynn Acker 
David N. Alcorn 
Jacob C. Barna 
Lisa J. Bobba 
Courtney Rhiannan Burger 
Timothy Andrew Clark 
Trevor William Clark 
John P. DiMartino 
Christopher Cramer Donlan 
Scott Ray Fitzpatrick 
Melvin J. Gardner 
Joseph William Gomez 
Bailing Gong 
Andrea Mae Groelz 
Saboor K. Hassani 
Jacqueline Renee Hedrick 
Megan L. Hrabanek 
Rieko Ito 
Ryan E. Iwansky 
Miwa Kohatsu 
John David Kuper 
Alan J. Lainio 
Ted J. Lamm 
Yeow Yong Lee 
Ryan Patrick McGrail 
Andrea Marie Mickelson 
Chisato Murakami 
Robert Allen Naumann 
Cuong N. Nguyen 
Jamie Ann Parman 
Lars Tyler Pedersen 
Lae Phonephakdy 
Thomas E. Raetz 
Shawne R. Rothmeyer 
Richard Adam Setlak 
Eileen Marie Siert 
Megan Christine Sigmon 
Anthony Joseph Stevens 
Matthew Robert Virus 
Andrew James von Nagy 
Elizabeth Marie Wilcox 
Nicholas Alan Winkler 
Heather Wolff 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
DETACHMENT 470 
United States Air Force 
Reserve Commissions 
Chad M. Davies 
Michael L. Dexter 
Andrew B. Hall 
Stephen A. Kroft 
Jeffrey A. Mayer 
Joseph M. Smith 
ARMY ROTC 
DETACHMENT 




University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Administration 
Nancy Belck, Chancellor 
John Christensen, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 
James Buck, Vice Chancellor for Administration 
The Colleges 
Shelton Hendricks, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
B.J. Reed, Dean, College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
David Allen, Dean, College of Engineering and Technology 
Marjorie Kostelnik, Dean, College of Education and Human Sciences 
David Hinton, Dean, College of Information Science and Technology 
John Langan, Interim Dean, College of Education 
Robert Welk, Interim Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Louis Pol, Dean, College of Business Administration 
Thomas Gouttierre, Dean, International Studies and Programs 
Janice Boyer, Dean, University Library 
University of Nebraska 
The Board of Regents 
Don S. Blank, Chairman, McCook 
Randolph Ferlic, Omaha 
Charles Hassebrook, Walthill 
Howard L. Hawks, Vice Chairman, Omaha 
Jim McClurg, Lincoln 
Drew Miller, Papillion 
Kent Schroeder, Kearney 
Charles Wilson, Lincoln 
Student Members: 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Katie Weichman 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Jono Croskey 
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Ryan Arnold 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, Brett Chloupek 
The Central Administration 
L. Dennis Smith, President 
Jay Noren, Executive Vice President and Provost 
Kim Robak, Vice President for External Affairs and Corporation Secretary 
Ron Withem, Associate Vice President for External Affairs and Director of Governmental Relations 
David Lechner, Vice President for Business and Finance 
Richard R. Wood, Vice President and General Counsel 
THE UNIVERSITY OF Nebraska 
Omaha 
The University of Nebraska at Omaha is committed to placing students first, 
striving for academic excellence and engaging with the community. 
www.unomaha.edu/plan/ 
